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ABSTRACT: The burgeoning interest in two-dimensional (2D) black phosphorus (bP)
contributes to the expansion of its applications in numerous fields. In the present study, 2D bP
is used as a support for homogeneously dispersed palladium nanoparticles directly grown on it by a
wet chemical process. Electron energy loss spectroscopy−scanning transmission electron
microscopy analysis evidences a strong interaction between palladium and P atoms of the bP
nanosheets. A quantitative evaluation of this interaction comes from the X-ray absorption
spectroscopy measurements that show a very short Pd−P distance of 2.26 Å, proving for the first
time the existence of an unprecedented Pd−P coordination bond of a covalent nature. Additionally,
the average Pd−P coordination number of about 1.7 reveals that bP acts as a polydentate phosphine ligand toward the surface
of the Pd atoms of the nanoparticles, thus preventing their agglomeration and inferring with structural stability. These unique
properties result in a superior performance in the catalytic hydrogenation of chloronitroarenes to chloroanilines, where a higher
chemoselectivity in comparison to other heterogeneous catalyst based on palladium has been observed.

■ INTRODUCTION

With the advent of molybdenum disulfide and black
phosphorus (bP) as two-dimensional (2D) materials, which
have attracted the common interests of physicists, chemists,
and material scientists, the postgraphene era has just started.
The peculiar physical properties of bP are incidently between
those of graphene and transition-metal dichalcogenides, such
as the direct tunable energy band gap (0.3 eV in the bulk, 1.8
eV for the monolayer) and the high carrier mobility at room
temperature (1000 cm2/(V s)), which are desirable for high-
performance mechanically flexible field-effect transistor devi-
ces.1 bP has a unique puckered honeycomb structure derived
from the sp3 hybridization of phosphorus atoms, which, in
turn, gives rise to a strong in-plane anisotropy of many physical
properties, such as heat and electron flow, which vary in the
armchair and zigzag direction, respectively.2 Furthermore, the
presence of a lone pair on each P-atom opens the way to
several surface modifications. Indeed, several studies have
addressed the chemical functionalization of bP, either
covalent3,4 or not,5,6 with the aim to improve the processability
of the material and the ambient stability,2−7 which is the

Achille’s heel of bP. A growing field is the study of bP as a
support for metal and metal phosphide nanoparticles (NPs) to
trigger applications in catalysis. Taking advantage of its
intrinsic property of being a semiconductor, few-layer bP has
been tested in the photocatalytic processes, either alone or in
combination with a metal as a co-catalyst, in hydrogen
evolution reaction,8 water-splitting,9 and photodegradation of
organic pollutants.10,11 Other catalytic applications as hydro-
genation and oxidation of organic compounds have been
shown for various M NPs/bP nanohybrids, where M = Au,12

Co,13 Ni,14 Pt,15 and recently Pd NPs have been anchored on
anatase TiO2−bP hybrid for ethanol electro-oxidation.16

Nevertheless, up to now, there is no experimental study
focusing on the nature of the chemical interaction between
metal nanoparticles and P atoms of bP. Our current work
represents an important step in this direction since we found
out that a strong covalent bond does exist between Pd NPs and
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bP. This interaction is responsible for the high stability of this
material and contributes in explaining its remarkable perform-
ance in the catalysis.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All manipulations were performed under inert

atmosphere using Schlenk techniques. Pd(NO3)2·2H2O, 1-chloro-2-
nitrobenzene, and 1-chloro-3-nitrobenzene were used as received
from Sigma-Aldrich. Ketjen black EC 600JD (surface area = 1400 m2/
g) was purchased from Akzo Nobel. Black phosphorus (bP) was
prepared according to the literature procedure17 and the liquid-phase
exfoliation of bP was performed according to a protocol set up in our
laboratories.18

Synthesis of the Nanohybrid Pd/bP. Exfoliated black
phosphorus was suspended in degassed tetrahydrofuran to have a
concentration of 1.0 mg/mL. This suspension (1.5 mL; 1.5 mg of bP,
0.048 mmol) was transferred to a glass vial equipped with a stirring
bar and put inside a Schlenk tube. Under stirring, 0.75 mL of degassed
ethanol was added, followed by 1.3 mL of an aqueous solution of
Pd(NO3)2· 2H2O (3.75 mM, 4.87 μmol, molar ratio P/Pd = 10). The
vial was transferred in an autoclave, pressurized with 5 bar of H2 and
kept on a stirring plate at room temperature for 1 h. After this time,
the autoclave was vented, the catalyst Pd/bP settled down at the
bottom of the vial, and the colorless supernatant was removed by a
syringe. Five milliliters of degassed ethanol was added, and Pd/bP was
resuspended by sonication and transferred to a centrifugation tube.
After centrifugation at 9000 RPM for 30 min, the supernatant was
discarded, and the washing procedure was repeated two times. The
solid material was then collected and dried under vacuum for 10 h.
The actual composition of the nanohybrid was evaluated with an
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer measuring
both Pd and P. The resulting Pd content was 10.6 mol %. The yield of
this preparation, as determined from the final P content, was 88% due
to minor material losses during the work-up procedure. The
nanohybrid Pd/bP with 0.5 mol % loading of Pd used for comparison
in Raman characterization was prepared following the same
procedure.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, the synthesis of crystalline black phosphorus was carried
out according to the procedure developed by Nilges et al.,17

wherein high-purity red phosphorus, tin, and a catalytic
amount of SnI4 are heated at 650 °C in a muffle oven for 3
days. Afterward, bP nanosheets were obtained by liquid-phase
exfoliation of bP microcrystals suspended in dimethylsulfoxide
and kept under the action of ultrasound for several hours.18

Palladium nanoparticles were grown on the surface of the bP
nanosheets using dihydrate Pd(NO3)2 as a precursor and
hydrogen gas as a reducing agent, see Experimental Section.
The morphology of the new 2D material, Pd/bP, was first
studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which shows
that Pd NPs are embedded in the bP nanosheets, see Figure 1a.
Inspection by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-
angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF STEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) confirmed the formation of nearly
spherical palladium nanoparticles homogeneously distributed
on the bP nanosheets and with a relative narrow size
distribution centered at 3.1 ± 0.8 nm, see Figure 1b−d.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed the presence of both
thin and thick flakes with a mean size of around 600 nm and a
thickness increasing from 5 to 200 nm (Figures 1e and S4).
The nanohybrid Pd/bP was characterized by powder X-ray

diffraction (XRD), which confirms the phase purity of the 2D
material and shows a strong preferential orientation along the
(0k0) direction, with three most intense peaks at 2θ = 16.8,

34.2, and 52.2° assigned to the (020), (040), and (060) planes
of orthorhombic black phosphorus, respectively (Figure 2a).

This is also a characteristic of the pristine material, suggesting
that its crystalline structure is retained upon functionalization
with Pd NPs. A very broad peak at around 2θ = 39.5°, which is
assigned to the (111) planes of Pd, confirms the presence of a
nanosized fcc phase of the metal.

Figure 1. Structural characterization of Pd/bP. (a) SEM image of Pd/
bP. (b) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of Pd/bP
and relative size distribution. Scale bar: 500 nm. (c) High-resolution
HAADF STEM image of Pd/bP on a lacey carbon grid. Pd-rich areas
can be clearly distinguished for the higher Z-contrast (brighter areas).
The blue region of interest indicates the region in which the EDS SI
(spectrum imaging) was performed. (d) EDS elemental mapping of
the selected area on Pd/bP obtained by integrating the signals from
the Pd L-lines and the P K-lines. (e) AFM image of a Pd/bP flake on
Si/SiO2. The line corresponds to the cross-sectional profile shown as
an inset. The flake thickness is approximately 5 nm.

Figure 2. (a) XRD spectrum of Pd/bP. (b) Comparison of Raman
spectra collected on the pristine bP (red) and Pd/bP (blue). Each
spectrum has been obtained combining the data from 15 different
flakes.
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It is well established19 that the three Raman peaks of bP at
357.8, 431.5, and 459.2 cm−1 corresponding to the Raman
active phonon modes of Ag

1, Bg
2, and Ag

2, respectively, depend
on the thickness and may undergo a frequency shift with
varying flake thickness. Given the thickness the polydispersity
of bP prepared by sonochemical exfoliation, micro-Raman
spectra were collected for a large set of flakes to take into
account the broad range of thickness. As shown in Figure 2b,
the Raman spectrum of Pd/bP displays three peaks, character-
istic of the orthorombic phase of bP observed above by XRD;
however, no significant frequency shift was detected compared
to the pristine bP. Figure S5 shows a detailed statistics for Ag

1,
Bg

2, and Ag
2 Raman modes of the pristine bP and Pd/bP.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) is an important
tool to gain information on the chemical shifts in the core-level
states, as well as on the fine structure of the unoccupied
valence-band states; thus, we performed a comparative EELS
analysis between bP (simulated20 and measured) and Pd/bP
measured by HAADF-STEM-SI (see Figure 3). A difference in

the P L-edge is observed in the energy range 138−140 eV for
Pd/bP, which reveals a modification of the electronic structure
of bP, which can be interpreted as the result of an interaction
between the P atoms of bP and Pd NPs.
The chemical states of the Pd NPs were determined by the

Pd 3d core-level X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
spectrum (Figure 4a), which is fitted by the use of two
doublets due to spin−orbit couplings. The components at
binding energy (B.E.) = 335.8 eV (Pd 3d5/2) and at B.E. =
341.0 eV (Pd 3d3/2) accounts for bulk metallic palladium.21

The smaller doublet at B.E. = 338.1 and 343.5 eV is
attributable to an electrodepleted palladium species, probably
with an oxidation state of +2. The presence of PdO can be
ruled out because the peaks with corresponding B.E. values are
absent;22 thus, the signal at higher binding energy can be
explained as the result of a partial valence orbital overlap
between surface Pd atoms and bP nanosheets. The presence of
a layer of electron-depleted palladium atoms on the surface of

Pd NPs, which strongly interacts with P atoms, has been
already observed23 in the study of Pd NPs capped with the
phosphine ligand PTA (PTA = 1,3,5-triaza-7-phophaadaman-
tane), which indeed shows a comparable XPS spectrum.
The deconvolution of the P 2p core-level spectrum of the

pristine bP shows the characteristic doublet representing the P
2p3/2 and P 2p1/2 peaks located at 129.7 and 130.6 eV, typical
for elemental phosphorus (see Figure S7). Interestingly, the P
2p core-level spectrum of Pd/bP is much more complex,
requiring the use of at least three components. Besides the
doublet attributable to elemental phosphorus (two peaks at
B.E. = 130 and 131 eV), components at higher B.E. values are
also present (see Figure 4b), which can be interpreted as due
to phosphorus in different chemical environments. The
doublet at intermediate B.E. values (green line fitting in
Figure 4b) is likely due to the P−Pd bonds. The large doublet
characterized by the highest binding energy (red line fitting in
Figure 4b) accounts for the presence of phosphorus oxides
species such as P−OH, PO, and P−O−P on the surface of
the bP sheets.24 Since peaks at lower B.E. values characteristic
of P having a phosphide nature (128.6 eV)25 are absent, the
presence of phosphides as PdxPy can be excluded.
To the best of our knowledge, the nature of the interaction

between metal nanoparticles and bP has been so far
approached only by theoretical calculations. For instance, the
nanohybrid Ag/bP has been described as stabilized by covalent
bonds at the Ag/bP interface by means of density functional
theory (DFT) calculations,10 but no experimental investiga-
tions have been carried out till date. To unravel the nature of
the Pd−P interaction, X-ray absorption spectroscopy measure-
ments were performed on Pd/bP, and the following
compounds were taken as standards: PdO, Pd NPs capped
with the phosphine ligand PTA and labeled as Pd@PTA,23

palladium phosphide nanoparticles PdP2 NPs,26 Pd NPs
supported on carbon Pd/C,27 and Pd metal foil (see Table S1).

Figure 3. (a) HAADF-STEM-SI of Pd/bP acquired along the [101]
zone axis at the P L-edge. (b) EELS spectra: red curve, experimental
bP, obtained by integrating the EELS-SI (spectrum imaging) along
the red box in (a); green curve: simulated bP;20 blue curve:
experimental Pd/bP, obtained by integrating the EELS-SI along the
blue box in (a). (c) Second derivative plots of the three EELS spectra
within the region highlighted in (b).

Figure 4. (a) Pd 3d core-level XPS spectrum of Pd/bP. Metallic and
electron-depleted palladium doublets are depicted by blue and red
lines, respectively. (b) P 2p core-level XPS spectrum of Pd/bP.
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The raw extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
spectra and the corresponding Fourier transforms are shown in
Figure 5. The peak just below 2 Å in the sample Pd/bP is at

higher r value if compared with the PdO peak, thus suggesting
the presence of a ligand different from oxygen in Pd/bP. A
comparison with the FTs shows a position for this peak very
close to the PdP2 feature and the quantitative data could be
fitted only using the P ligands for Pd. Attempts with O have led
to unphysical results, which is obvious because O and P atoms
have substantially different backscattering functions and
appreciably different bond length values (RPdO = 2.00 Å,
RPdP = 2.26 Å, see the Supporting Information (SI)). Thus, the
peak below 2 Å in the sample Pd/bP can be safely assigned to
the Pd−P bonds. A second peak just below 3 Å can be inferred
to the Pd−Pd bonds, being present in Pd metal foil, Pd/C, and
Pd@PTA. This means that Pd atoms are involved in two
different bonds: Pd−Pd and Pd−P; the former arises from the
bonds with the inner metal atoms of the nanoparticle, while
the latter arises from the interaction between the surface Pd
atoms and P atoms of bP. The accurate values of the bond
length were obtained from these data by fittings and are shown
in Table S2. Noteworthy, the short Pd−P distance, RPdP =
2.26(3) Å, found in Pd/bP points out that the latter is a very
strong interaction. As a comparison, the phosphide PdP2 has
longer bonds, RPdP = 2.32(2) Å, according to our measurement
and are in agreement with literature.28 PdP3 has

29 RPdP = 2.235
Å, which is close to that of Pd/bP, see Table S2, but the
presence of phosphide can be surely excluded in our sample on
the basis of the XPS measurements previously discussed.
Remarkably, Pd@PTA exhibits RPdP = 2.25 Å, which is
consistent with the coordination bond distance Pd−P of
2.203(3) Å measured30 in the X-ray structure of the complex
cation [Pd(PTAH)4]

4+, and it is almost the same value
measured for Pd/bP. This reveals the Pd−P interaction in Pd/
bP can be seen as a coordination bond of covalent nature and

closely resembles the one existing in Pd@PTA: the P atoms of
the bP nanosheets surround Pd NPs acting similar to the
molecular phosphine ligand PTA toward Pd NPs. This folding
agrees well with the morphology observed by SEM, see Figure
1a, and also explains the stacking of the flakes observed by
AFM, see Figure S4. The observed average Pd−P coordination
number CNs = 1.7(6) in our sample, see the SI, fairly
corroborates this picture.
This detailed structural study demonstrates that bP

nanosheets may act as polydentate phosphorus ligand toward
metal nanoparticles via coordination bonds. This strong
interaction confers a stabilization to Pd NPs, preventing their
agglomeration, and makes Pd/bP a good candidate for
catalysis. Intrigued by these results, the reduction of
chloronitroarenes to the corresponding chloroanilines was
selected as the model reaction (see Scheme 1). The latter are

highly valuable intermediates for the manufacture of many
agrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, polymers, and dyes.31 Since
traditional methods employing stoichiometric reducing agents
have drawbacks due to both economic and environmental
issues, efforts have been devoted to replace them with
hydrogen gas. However, many tested catalysts are severely
affected by undesired dehalogenation due to the C−Cl
hydrogenolysis (see Figure S8), thus finding a catalyst able
to efficiently carry out a chemoselective reduction of
nitroarenes remains a challenge.
Satisfyingly, Pd/bP showed a very high chemoselectivity in

the reduction of both ortho- and meta-chloronitrobenzenes,
showing 97.3% selectivity toward chloroaniline at 99.5%
conversion for the ortho isomer (see Table S3), surpassing
other heterogeneous catalysts based on Pd NPs32 that are
affected by dehalogenation. As a comparison, bare Pd NPs with
similar average sizes were grown on a highly porous carbon,
ketjen black, see the SI; at complete conversion, the
chemoselectivity dropped down to 78.1%, the remaining
being 21.9% pure aniline, as shown in Table S3. This means
that in the presence of Pd/C, the secondary reaction of C−Cl
hydrogenolysis takes place simultaneously with NO2 reduction,
while with Pd/bP, first NO2 is reduced to NH2 and then C−Cl
hydrogenolysis starts. In the case of hydrophobic charcoal,
affinities to both chloronitrobenzene and chloroaniline are
expected to be comparable and once chloroaniline is formed,
presumably its desorption from the surface is slow, and this
leads to hydrogenolysis. On the other hand, the adsorption of
NO2 molecule on the surface of bP is known to be a highly
favored process from energy point of view.33 Therefore, we
expect the nitroarene to be easily adsorbed on Pd/bP;
however, once the nitro group is hydrogenated to amine, the
latter is desorbed from the surface of Pd/bP, impeding the
secondary reaction of C−Cl hydrogenolysis to take place. DFT
calculations are in progress to elucidate the mechanism under
action and to validate this model.
Catalyst reuse was also tested, showing the selectivity was

maintained unaltered for six consecutive runs; only a small

Figure 5. (a) EXAFS data at the Pd K-edge, and (b) the
corresponding Fourier transforms. Dots are experimental data, while
continuous lines are the calculated best-fit data.

Scheme 1. Hydrogenation of Chloronitroarenes to
Chloroanilines
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decrease of the conversion was observed (see Figure S9). In
agreement with this, TEM investigation on Pd/bP recovered
after the catalytic runs, confirmed that the morphology was
preserved, with the average size of Pd NPs being 3.6 ± 0.9 nm
(see Figure S10). The heterogeneous nature of our catalyst was
proved as well with an independent test (see Table S4). Thus,
the presence of Pd−P bonds prevents the bP degradation and
provides excellent structural stability to our catalyst.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a new Pd/bP nanohybrid has been developed and
the nature of the interaction between Pd NPs and bP
nanosheets elucidated by EXAFS. A very short Pd−P distance
of 2.26(3) Å was disclosed, accounting for a coordinative bond
of covalent nature between the surface Pd atoms and P atoms.
Moreover, the average Pd−P coordination number turned out
to be 1.7(6), which suggests that bP acts as a polydentate
phosphine ligand toward Pd NPs, stabilizing them toward
agglomeration and preventing the leaching of the metal in
solution. Pd NPs are thus embedded between bP flakes to yield
a new 0D−2D heterostructure. Finally, the synergy between
Pd NPs and bP was successfully exploited in the reduction of
chloronitroarenes to the corresponding chloroanilines, showing
a far superior chemoselectivity in comparison to other
heterogeneous catalysts based on palladium. Furthermore,
Pd/bP was reused and maintained its efficiency after six
consecutive runs, demonstrating an intrinsic stability that
promises further applications in various fields.
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